• Department of (History)
1. Educational Goal
The Department of History is the process of educating professionals who have the
ability to insight and criticize the problems faced in modern society through
research on the development of human history. This graduate school aims to train
professional intellectuals by choosing one of Korean History, Oriental History, and
Western History to induce achievement of academic achievement by observing
historical characteristics and changes of each age.

2. Objective
① It fosters healthy and insightful intellectuals who have historical consciousness
through historical knowledge.
② In the field of history, I will become an expert in one field by studying one field
and one field.
③ Based on the knowledge of history with a broad knowledge, and cultivating
historical consciousness, I want to cultivate insights into rational thinking and
the movement of modern society, and also cultivate talents needed by society
by becoming an expert in one field.
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4. Course Description
ž HI601 Seminar in Korean History
We will review the research trends and research achievements, focusing on the
important issues raised in the study of Korean history so far, and examine the
research themes, research methods and materials necessary for future research.
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ž HI602 Problems in the Study of Ancient Korean History
The main problems of the process of developing the flow from the origins of the
ancient state to the last three countries are selected and examined intensively
through basic data and research results. We will study the ancient society of
Korea by examining the origins and formation of the nation, the characteristics of
the morality society, the influence of Buddhism on the Three Kingdoms, the
character of the Baron, and the division of time.

ž HI603 Problems in the Study of Koryo Period
In the course of explaining the overall development process of Koryo, I would like
to clarify the problems that are particularly controversial through the articles of
"Koryo" and "Koryo Byeonyo". For example, I will examine the nature of aristocratic
society, the characteristics of exhibitions, the group of people (incense, small,
burgundy), and the point of farmers' uprising.

ž HI604 Topics in Korean History
We will select specific fields that are raised in ancient history or Koryo field,
intensively study them through nuclear readings and theses, and compare them
with other countries and other countries. For example, in the case of the research
on the peasant uprising in the Koryo period, we will examine it from the viewpoint
of the world history through the difference between the peasant uprising in the
Chosun era and the peasant uprising in China and the peasant war in Germany.

ž HI605 Study on the Socio-Economic History of Medieval
It focuses on economic issues such as land system from ancient times to Kӧryo
period, development of commerce and trade, development of handicraft and
mining, I will also analyze how this economic change has brought about changes
in politics, society and culture.

ž HI606 History of Kӧryo Foreign Relations
Understanding the order of the East Asian world centering on China in the society
from ancient times to Kӧryo and deeply study diplomatic relations, culture, trade
and war of Korea, China, Korea and Japan in the order.

ž HI607 Studies in Early Modern Korean History
By examining Korean modern history (Chosun dynasty history) from the viewpoint
of active and developmental perspective, it corrects distorted contents by colonial
officer, and it shows what is Chosun era image as a strong root of modern Korean
history and culture tradition and how it has been changed. The main contents of
the lecture are the character of the bureaucratic society, the confrontation
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between the kingship and the priesthood, the factional politics (criticism of the
opposition), the reorganization of the subsidy system,

ž HI608 Studies in Late Modern Korean History
Understands the process of early modernization and national resistance to the
invasion of powers, identifies the causes of Chosun colonization historically, and
identifies the nature and significance of the national independence movement from
liberation to liberation. The main contents of the lecture are Daewonun's reform
policy, the process of early modernization, the invasion of the powers, the cause
of national resistance and colonization, the character and significance of the
national independence movement.

ž HI609 Studies on Intellectual History in Chosun Period
Intelligence is the study of historical events and the role of ideas in the process.
Here, the thoughts in the historical facts, literature and art are examined together.
What was the spirit of the era that led to the intellectual history of the Chosun
Dynasty, and what were the key figures? In this lecture, we will examine
characters who can represent the ideology of Confucianism, Juche Ideology, Juche
Ideology, Juche Ideology, Shilosophy Ideology and Literary Art in this period.

ž HI610 Study on Social History of Korean Countries
We will examine the changes in the governance structure and the ruling power of
the rural community in this period through review of the original documents and
related papers on the social history data of the villages in the Chosun Dynasty. In
particular,

it

examines

the

activities

of

local

people

in

the

provinces

of

Chungcheong province and Gyeongsang province, including the records of the
towns and villages, We analyze the history of change in various ways.

ž HI611 Studies on History of Korean Life
The Chosun Dynasty was the most influential period in modern Korean history and
cultural tradition. Therefore, the examination of the life history of the entire
people in the Chosun Dynasty is not only a basis for understanding the social
phenomenon of this period, but also a critical issue in understanding the modern
Korean cultural tradition. In this lecture, we will conduct an empirical examination
on the family life of the Chosun dynasty, the life of community, the lifestyle of
each four dynasties, various systems and their actualities.

ž HI612 Topics in Contemporary History of Korea
Modern history is the history of our time since liberation. We will identify the
historical facts of a series of upheavals from the liberation from the Japanese
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Colonies to the war of the 6.25, the Third Republic to the recent civilian regime,
identify the historical events that became issues of each period, do.

ž HI613 Seminar in European History
Study and analyze the characteristics of ideology, politics, economy and culture of
each era in the flow of Western history. Understand the characteristics of the
period, cultural continuity, historical contemporaneity, and understand the basis of
the development of Western history.

ž HI614 Studies on the Slavery in Greek and Roman Times
In-depth analysis of the Greeks and Roman slave systems and in-depth analysis of
the possibility of extinction of slavery in human history.

ž HI615 The Roman Empire and Christianity
It examines the effect of Christianity on the Roman Empire, the confrontation and
harmony between the emperor and the authority, and analyzes in detail why the
empire and emperor are inseparable.

ž HI616 History of Western Europe in the 12th Century
France, Germany, Britain, Italy, Spain, and other parts of Western Europe in the
twelfth century, new awakening began to emerge in the hearts and minds of
people all over the world. Throughout history, this period, known as the Dark
Ages, is an in-depth analysis of the time of awakening in all respects.

ž HI617 History of the Popes in the European Middle Ages
In-depth analysis of religious and political relations between popes and secular
monarchs.

ž HI618 History of the Two English Revolution in the 17th Century
It is important to review what the specific people's life looks like. Oliver Cromwell
focuses on the republican revolution and the honorary revolution of 1689 in depth.

ž HI619 Topical Studies in Early Modern European History
Select

and

study

remarkable

historical

events

that took

place between

the

Renaissance and the mid-18th century.

ž HI620 Marxism and Leninism
Study historically how Marx's ideas were used in Soviet politics and turned into
Leninism.
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ž HI621 European Fascism
Study fascism in Italy and Germany after World War I from an historical point of
view.

ž HI622 Seminar in Asian History
Students will explore and summarize major issues and studies in the field of
oriental history to develop broad perspectives and knowledge as independent
researchers in the future. In particular, we should pay attention to the relationship
between the system and reality, and try to explore what functions as mutual cause
and result.

ž HI623 Studies in Ancient History of Asia
It helps students to develop their independent research skills in the field of
socio-economic history by summarizing and exploring issues related to the major
issues of land system ideology and the identity of the grower since the antiquity.

ž HI624 Studies in Medieval History of Asia
Based on the understanding of the era of division and confusion and unification
and prosperity, we intensively explore the main issues of this era and improve the
research ability. In particular, we will have a broad perspective as a researcher by
exploring the main parts of succession or leading to later generations.

ž HI625 Studies in Modern History of Asia
By organizing and exploring the major issues of modern history, students will be
able to

develop independent research

skills with a variety of choices and

opportunities. In particular, it will provide a broad understanding of the prominent
activities of the Northern nomadic people, the establishment of a centralized ruling
system, and the exchange and conflict with the West.

ž HI626 Studies in Contemporary History of Asia
By organizing and exploring the main points of contemporary history focusing on
events that have developed since the First World War, students will be able to
develop their independent research skills with various perspectives and choices.
Especially the rise of militarism and ideological issues, and political reform and
economic growth.

ž HI627 Studies in Socioeconomic History of Asia
t helps students to develop their independent research skills in the field of
socio-economic history by summarizing and exploring issues related to the major
issues of land system ideology and the identity of the grower since the antiquity.
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ž HI628 Studies in History of Sino-Korean Relations
This course aims to expand the scope and visibility of the major students by
exploring the development process and main issues of the Korea-China relations
that are the biggest and most important part of the international relations history
in East Asia.

ž Research for the Master's DegreeⅠ
ž Research for the Master's DegreeⅡ
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